A Research Review from the Samuel Curtis Johnson Graduate School of Management at Cornell University
Dear Colleagues, Graduates, and Friends,

I am delighted to present the latest volume of Johnson Scholar, a listing of scholarly research produced by the faculty of the Samuel Curtis Johnson Graduate School of Management at Cornell University. This volume covers the period July 1, 2015, to June 30, 2016, along with more recently published items for which citation information was available. It includes published and forthcoming articles in peer-reviewed journals, book chapters, and scholarly books, with 101 articles, 16 book chapters, and 6 new scholarly books by 44 faculty members. Journals that are considered by the Financial Times in their annual ranking of the best business schools are identified by an asterisk.

Johnson is one of three exceptional schools composing the newly launched Cornell University College of Business. The new college is one of the most comprehensive business schools in the country, enhancing the stature and recognition of business studies at Cornell and supporting ambitious educational and research initiatives. Among our listings below, we highlight several such research collaborations among faculty members across schools with a special designation of “CCB Collaborates!”

I am very proud to be part of this productive community and wish everyone continued success in building our intellectual capital.

Sincerely,

Andrew Karolyi

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

Please note that online access to published and forthcoming articles may be restricted by licensing agreements. Most can be viewed through your library’s publications database system. Please send changes and updates to Sarah Miller (snm8@cornell.edu) or Andrew Karolyi (gak56@cornell.edu).

*Denotes journals weighed in the business school ranking by the Financial Times.
Robert J. Bloomfield, “Why We Should Stop Being Surprised that Lightly Regulated Markets Fail to Achieve the SEC's Goals for Market Quality”, Contemporary Accounting Research, Accepted.*


Robert J. Bloomfield, “Does Coordinated Presentation Help Credit Analysts Identify Firm Characteristics?”, Contemporary Accounting Research, 32, 2, July (3rd Quarter/Summer) 2015. With Hodge, Frank; Hopkins, Patrick; Rennekamp, Kristina M.*


Mark W. Nelson, “Malleable Standards of Care Required by Jurors When Assessing Auditor Negligence”, The Accounting Review, Accepted. With Maksymov, Eldar M.*

*Denotes journals weighed in the business school ranking by the Financial Times.
Mark W. Nelson, “Team-Oriented Leadership and Auditors' Willingness to Raise Audit Issues”, The Accounting Review, Accepted. With Proell, Chad; Randel, Amy.*


Kristina M. Rennekamp, “How Disclosure Focus and Reporting Style in Corporate Social Responsibility Reports Jointly Influence Investor Judgments”, Contemporary Accounting Research, Accepted. With Elliott, W.B.; Grant, Stephanie.*


Kristina M. Rennekamp, “Regulation and the Interdependent Roles of Managers, Auditors, and Directors in Earnings Management and Accounting Choice”, Accounting, Organizations and Society, 47, November 2015. With Libby, Robert; Seybert, Nicholas.*

Kristina M. Rennekamp, “The Effects of Forecast Type and Performance-Based Incentives on the Quality of Management Forecasts”, Accounting, Organizations and Society, 46, October (4th Quarter/Autumn) 2015. With Chen, Clara Xiaoling; Zhou, Hailan.*


*Denotes journals weighed in the business school ranking by the Financial Times.*
ECONOMICS
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Andrew Karolyi, “Home Bias, an Academic Puzzle”, Review of Finance, Accepted.*


Andrew Karolyi, “The U.S. Listing Gap”, Journal of Financial Economics, Accepted. With Doidge, Craig; Stulz, Rene M.*


*Denotes journals weighed in the business school ranking by the Financial Times.
Murillo Campello

Lewis H. Durland
Professor of Management
Professor of Finance

Professor Campello is an internationally recognized scholar of financial economics. He is an editor at the Journal of Financial Intermediation and his recent work on the financial crisis has been widely featured in the financial press (Financial Times, Reuters, The Wall Street Journal), books, and academic outlets.

Visit his faculty profile


Roni Michaely, “Do Earnings Estimates Add Value to Sell-Side Analysts' Investment Recommendations?”, Management Science, Accepted. With Kecskes, Amrus; Womack, Kent.*

Roni Michaely, “Do Investors Value Dividend Smoothing Stocks Differently?”, Management Science, Accepted. With Larkin, Yelena; Leary, Mark.*


*Denotes journals weighed in the business school ranking by the Financial Times.

MANAGEMENT


Dana M. Radcliffe, “Power, the Pledge, and Professional Responsibility in Military Comptrollership”, Armed Forces Comptroller, 60, 4, October (4th Quarter/Autumn) 2015.

Angus Hildreth
Assistant Professor of Management and Organizations

Professor Hildreth’s research focuses on the effects of loyalty, power, and status on leadership, top-team performance, group functioning, and ethical decision-making. His work has been published in academic journals, such as the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Psychological Bulletin, and Social Justice Research.

Visit his faculty profile

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONS


CCB Collaborates!

Robert A. Jarrow, Johnson
Calum G. Turvey, Dyson

Angus Hildreth, “Balancing Fairness and Efficiency: The Impact of Identity-Blind and Identity-Conscious Accountability on Applicant Screening”, PLOS One, 10, 12, December 2015. With Self, William T.; Mitchell, Gregory; Mellers, Barbara A.; Tetlock, Philip E.

Christopher Marquis, “Mobilization in the Internet Age: Internet Activism and Corporate Response”, Academy of Management Journal, Accepted. With Luo, Xiaowei Rose; Zhang, Jianjun.*


MARKETING


Stijn M.J. van Osselaer, “Belief in Free Will: Implications for Practice and Policy”, Journal of Marketing Research, Accepted. With Zheng, Yanmei; Alba, Joseph W.*


OPERATIONS, TECHNOLOGY & INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Li Chen, “Measuring the Bullwhip Effect: Discrepancy and Alignment between Information and Material Flows”, Manufacturing & Service Operations Management, Accepted. With Luo, W.; Shang, K. H.*

Li Chen, “Sourcing Under Supplier Responsibility Risk: The Effects of Certification, Audit, and Contingency Payment”, Management Science, Accepted. With Lee, Hau L.*


Vishal Gaur, “Do High and Low Inventory Turnover Retailers Respond Differently to Demand Shocks?”, Manufacturing & Service Operations Management, 18, 2, April (2nd Quarter/Spring) 2016. With Kesavan, S.; Kushwaha, V.*

Vishal Gaur, “Stockout-Based Substitution and Inventory Planning in Textbook Retailing”, Manufacturing & Service Operations Management, 18, 1, January (1st Quarter/Winter) 2016. With Lee, JoonKyum; Muthulingam, Suresh; Swisher, Gary F.*

Nagesh Gavirneni, “Understanding Online Hotel Reviews through Automated Text Analysis”, *Service Science*, 8, 2, June 2016. With Han, Hyun Jeong; Mankad, Shawn; Goh, Joel.


Shawn Mankad, “Understanding Online Hotel Reviews through Automated Text Analysis”, *Service Science*, 8, 2, June 2016. With Han, Hyun Jeong; Goh, Joel; Gavirneni, Nagesh.


Shawn Mankad, “Two Stage Plans for Estimating the Inverse of a Monotone Function”, *Technometrics*, 57, 3, July (3rd Quarter/Summer) 2015. With Tang, Runlong; Banerjee, Moulinath; Michailidis, George.

Levent V. Orman, “Information Markets over Trust Networks”, *Electronic Commerce Research*, Accepted.


William Schmidt, “Identifying Risks and Mitigating Disruptions in the Automotive Supply Chain”, Interfaces, 45, 5, October (4th Quarter/ Autumn) 2015. With Simchi-Levi, David; Wei, Yehua; Zhang, Peter Y.; Combs, Keith; Ge, Yao; Gusikhin, Oleg; Sanders, Michael; Zhang, Don.

Published and Accepted Book Chapters


*Denotes journals weighed in the business school ranking by the Financial Times.


Christopher Marquis, Forthcoming, "Drivers of Community Strength: An Institutional Logics Perspective on Geographical and Affiliation Based Communities," in The Sage Handbook of Organizational Institutionalism, eds., Royston Greenwood et al., With Almandoz, John.


Lawrence W. Robinson, Forthcoming, "Appropriate Inventory Policies When Service Affects Future Demands", in Cross-Functional Inventory Research, eds., Gavirneni, Nagesh.

Lawrence W. Robinson, Forthcoming, "Inventory Control under Financial Turbulence", in Cross-Functional Inventory Research, eds., Gavirneni, Nagesh, With Chen, Lucy Gongtao; Roundy, Robin O.; Zhang, Rachel Q.


Published and Accepted Scholarly Books


*Denotes journals weighed in the business school ranking by the Financial Times.*